THE GRAND REMONSTRANCE	.	n7
November 1640 and ordered on 23 July following to complete
promptly a remonstrance on the state of the kingdom when
parliament met and on the proceedings of the houses since'then.1
Then comes a list of the remedies already carried. This section
seems to have been hurriedly compiled, because, while the star
chamber and the high commission are allotted clauses to them-
selves,2 nothing whatever is said about them, although the very
next clause specifically says the council of the north had been
abolished.
Apparently, therefore, clauses 120 to 180 represent in part the
work of the committee at the end of July and the beginning of
August, and in part what was done hastily to comply with the
order of the house, on 25 October, to complete the declaration
within the week.3 It is here that unmistakable evidence is to
be found that the remonstrance was designed to win popular
support. Some of the clauses were drafted with the definite
purpose of counteracting the conservative reaction that had set
in during the summer of 1641, for they denounce as a scandal
the impression that parliament had obtained from the king
many things very prejudicial to the Crown, in respect of both
prerogative and revenue. Moreover it is acknowledged that
the king had passed more bills to the advantage of the subject
than had been enacted in many ages-4 Furthermore there are
clauses bearing directly on the recent disagreements between
lords and commons. Thus it is stated that a party of bishops
and popish lords in the upper house prevented the passage of
bills reforming corruptions both in church and state.5
Clauses 181 to 204 deal chiefly with religion and seem from
internal evidence to have been drafted by a different hand. Al-
though a number of amendments and additions were made to
the remonstrance between 8 November, when it was introduced,
and 22 November, when it was passed,6 the main debates con-
cerned religion and the form of church government which the
majority of the commons proposed to substitute for episcopa-
lianism. After acknowledging the intention to limit the exorbi-
tant power of the bishops, the remonstrance proceeds:
c... it is far from our purpose or desire to let loose the golden reins
of discipline and government in the church, to leave private persons
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